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2.1 Alexandra Road Park Wider Masterplan vision

Masterplan

The Vision

To improve and rejuvenate the park, enabling the original design intent 
to be experienced and appreciated by a wide range of local residents 
and visitors. This will be achieved by a programme of works to improve 
the existing planting and repair existing park elements which are derelict 
including:

 - Restoring the hard landscaping and improving access
 - Provide new play opportunities
 - Sensitively reinstate planting and enhance biodiversity
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2.2 Project Objectives - the park project

Project aims

The brief for the Alexandra Road Park project moving towards a 
Heritage Lottery Fund Parks for People Round 2 submission in 
February 2013 was set out by the London Borough of Camden in 
collaboration with the Project Management Group in March 2012. The 
park was originally designed by Janet Jack in 1979 and is located 
within the curtilage of the Grade II* listed Alexandra and Ainsworth 
Estate. The park is recognised as:

“the	most	significant	landscape	of	its	type	in	the	UK”
Catherine Croft, Twentieth Century Society

and

“unique	in	the	international	context”
Dr	Jan	Woudstra,	University	of	Sheffield

Previous work
Following on from a masterplanning project undertaken in 2010 for 
the whole of Alexandra Road and Ainsworth Estate an application was 
submitted to the Heritage Lottery Fund in February 2011. The project 
was granted a £90,000 contribution to develop detailed proposals for:

“...sensitive works to restore the character and quality of the hard 
landscaping	in	the	park	and	allow	the	soft	landscaping	to	flourish	and	
once	again	create	‘distinct	places	across	the	park.”	-	From	the	Heritage	
Lottery Fund decision letter, 2011

The extent of the project submitted at round 1 to the Heritage Lottery 
Fund is illustrated on drawing 532_WD_03. Additional areas have been 
identified	for	consideration	at	the	request	of	the	HLF	and	through	review	
with the London Borough of Camden and the Project Management 
Group.

The	brief	identified	several	key	aims	for	the	project	which	have	been	
tested during the design development phase and have been reviewed 
with the client and park users. 

Principles and justification of the works

These proposals represent an opportunity to restore and conserve the 
original design of the park and to reintroduce the playable landscapes 
that were an intrinsic part of the original design. There are a number 
of features that make Alexandra Road Park special some of these 
features	have	been	lost	due	to	insufficient	maintenance	or	removed	and	
damaged. This project can help to restore the park to its former glory, 
adding new features where appropriate to make it more enjoyable for 
current and future generations all set within the framework of a robust 
and achievable maintenance and management plan to ensure the park 
is more sustainable.

Design Evolution

During the design development process for Alexandra Road Park 
several key areas have been subject to design evolution where external 
factors	have	helped	to	refine	the	brief	and	influence	the	proposal	
contained within the application.

These factors have included:
 - Modification	of	client	requirements
 - Consultation with stakeholders and statutory consultees
 - Additional feedback from park users and local interest groups 

through public consultation and a new programme of park activities
 - Design review with the Heritage Lottery Assessor
 - Expert advice via technical surveys and reports commissioned as 

part of the project

The design evolution of these areas is described in detailed within 
section 2.5 of this report and are illustrated in sections 3 and 4.

Trees
A schedule of tree works has been reviewed with David Houghton 
from the London Borough of Camden’s tree service. This work was 
planned as part of the part of a triennial programme of treeworks within 
the estate. The scope of this work has been agreed with the Project 
Board and with the Project Management Group to ensure the works 
are complementary to the Parks for People Project. These works will 
take place prior to the determination of the planning application and the 
submission of the Parks for People Round 2 application. A summary of 
the works is provided under section 3.1.6. As part of the delivery phase 
of the project further allowances have been made for the appointment 
of	an	appropriately	qualified	Arboricultural	consultant	to	prepare	method	
statements in relation to tree works adjacent to trees to be retained.
 

Seating areas requiring restoration
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2.3 Park character areas - existing conditions

Park character areas

The	following	character	areas	have	been	identified	through	historic	
research and analysis of the existing layout of the park. The fourteen 
different but interrelated character areas within Alexandra Road Park 
are described using a combination of historic nomenclature with current 
descriptions to create a list that can be used to also describe the 
masterplan proposals and when analysing the existing condition. 

The following analysis uses the existing descriptions and describes 
current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

Character areas used within the Round 2 application:

2. 4.

Langtry Walk

Langtry Walk is an important path 
of about 1/4 mile in length that 
provides access to most of the 
spaces within the park. The current 
condition of the path is variable and 
often badly damaged. 

To the north are planters which were 
originally	filled	with	roses	and	to	the	
south	were	flowering	shrubs	and	
climbing plants. The mature shrubs 
are unmanaged in places with very 
dense planting preventing growth at 
ground level.

Woodland Walk

The Woodland Walk character could 
be described as a bit of countryside 
in the city. The walk was designed 
as	a	native	woodland	with	flowering	
plants and species that would 
encourage wildlife. In the current 
unmanaged state the larger trees 
and shrubs have swamped the 
ground cover planting and more 
delicate	flowering	species.

This has also meant that some of the 
views out across the park have been 
lost. The path is in a poor condition 
with evidence of subsidence and 
there are issues of accessibility. A 
few informal desire lines have been 
created between the Woodland 
Walk and play areas 4 and 5 and the 
meadow.

1.  Rowley Way (outwith application boundary)

2. Langtry Walk

3.  Ainsworth Way (outwith application boundary)

4. Woodland walk

5. Spaces Between B Blocks

6. Seating areas near Abbey Road

7. Football pitch environs

8. Bowl

9. Playground 1 - former slide park

10. Playground 2

11. Playground 3

12. Playground 4

13. Playground 5

14. Meadow

15. Mound

16. Banks near Tenants Hall

17.    Seating at the Tenants Hall
 (outwith application boundary)
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2.3 Park character areas - existing conditions

5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Seating areas near Abbey Road

This area includes three distinct 
parts to the Abbey Road entrance 
sequence. To the north next to 
Rowley Way is a raised seating 
landmark. In the middle is the 
Hive (84-86 Abbey Road) and its 
environs. To the south is sunken area 
that allows access to parking and 
the service road. The opportunity 
exists to improve paths and entry 
sequence, creating a welcoming 
public face to the park. 

Football Pitch Environs

Originally there were large groups 
of	flowering	cherries	flanking	the	
north and south edges of the 
football pitch. Some of these trees 
remain. There is potential to maintain 
the formal sports function and 
sympathetically integrate it with the 
surroundings to reinstate the former 
planting character.

Bowl

The bowl was inspired by 
amphitheatre gardens found in 
Scandinavia. A yew hedge provides 
the enclosure and a stage set to the 
east was provided for events and 
performance. Several of the original 
horse chestnut trees have been lost. 
The opportunity exists to re-enforce 
the sense of enclosure with selected 
views through rigorous maintenance 
of the clipped yew hedge and to 
programme further activities within 
the space.

Playground 1 

This area was formerly a slide park 
which had the equipment removed 
in 1991 leaving tarmac and concrete 
steps. This space is a cul-de-sac 
with the route to the Hive blocked. 
The opportunity exists to create a 
play offer that is informed by the 
undulating, terraced landscape of 
the original design that is integrated 
with improved access from the Hive.

Playground 2

Playground 2 has no play equipment 
remaining. At present there is little 
reason to use the space. There is 
potential to create a play space 
for older children that acts as 
a transition between the bowl/ 
woodland walk and the other 
play areas to the east. This could 
reference the climbing structures 
that were part of the original design. 

Spaces between B Blocks

These spaces connect Rowley Way 
with Alexandra Road Park. There are 
a mix of tree ages and some of the 
newer trees have not survived. The 
condition of the path is poor and is 
often badly damaged or has large 
changes in level.
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11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

Playground 3

Playground 3 also has no play 
equipment. There is potential to 
create a play space for older children 
referencing the climbing structures 
of the original design and introducing 
play elements with varied challenges. 
The provision of equipment enabling 
social interaction could also be 
considered.

Playground 5

More recent play equipment has 
been added to this space but with 
limited play value or challenge. There 
is potential to create a play area 
for young children that references 
the original concept including 
challenging climbing features, places 
for motor skills development and role 
playing equipment.

The Meadow

The meadow was originally 
surrounded by a diverse mix of 
planting much of which has been 
lost. Some of the tougher and 
longer lived species have remained. 
The meadow is the largest lawn in 
the park. The opportunity exists to 
enhance the meadow character of 
the lawn and introduce seasonal 
planting.

The Mound

The south facing aspect of the 
mound was intended to create a 
secluded place for relaxing. The 
surrounding trees and shrubs have 
been allowed to grow unmanaged 
creating a very enclosed space. 
The opportunity exists to enhance 
the enclosed lawn character of the 
mound and reinstate some framed 
views. Management of dog use is 
required so the lawn can be used 
safely.

Banks near the Tenants Hall

The original birch bank remains. Ivy 
has overgrown several of the birch 
trees creating a green blanket with 
limited views out across the park. 
The opportunity exists to improve 
surface treatment to Tenants Hall 
ramps creating a welcoming and 
safe sense of arrival and to replenish 
and diversify the planting as was 
originally intended.

Playground 4

Playground 4 only has one original 
swing for play value all other 
equipment has been removed. 
The concrete walls and planting 
are in a poor state of repair and 
management. There is potential to 
create a play space for younger 
children that references the 
climbing structures of the original 
scheme with sensory planting and 
reinterprets the small amphitheatre 
structure.

2.4 Park character areas - existing conditions
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2.4 Alexandra Road Park Landscape Proposals

Landscape Plan
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2.5 Evolution of brief and costs from Parks for People Round 1 Application
To be read with Stage D cost plan and Stage D design drawings to be 
found in section 6 and appendix D3 | A1.

General

At work stage D a comprehensive capital cost review against a 
schedule of works and design proposals for each character area 
was undertaken by the design team and project team to determine 
an accurate value of works relative to the Parks for People Round 
1 application and including additional character areas 5 and 6. This 
review involved further analysis since the Stage C review and has 
enabled some reductions to be made to the overall cost plan. This 
has been supported by further site investigations to determine the 
Geotechnical condition of the site.

Under each of the character areas below is a short summary which 
describes	the	main	interventions	and	any	significant	cost	changes.	

Repair and Conservation
The	Repair	and	Conservation	figure	has	increased	from	£526,000	to	
£726,300  and can be largely attributed to the following areas of review:

 - Pathworks across the site: This item was under valued originally 
in	the	round	1	costings.	Significant	works	are	required	to	bring	
the	footpaths	up	to	a	standard	that	is	‘fit	for	purpose’	to	enable	
safe and improved access to spaces across the park. This item is 
particularly important as it will provide connections to other areas 
of investment across the park. The proposed works have been 
targeted in the areas of most damage and where possible only 
cleaning or spot repairs have been proposed.

 - Reinstatement of planting area edges – this item was undervalued 
in the round 1 costings and accounts for some of the increase. The 
timber post and metal rail where an important original detail around 
all planting areas much of which has been lost or is in a poor state 
of repair.

 - Play areas – the works required to repair and conserve the setting of 
the play areas was undervalued originally in the round 1 application, 
works to insitu concrete, freestanding walls and pavements have 
been recalculated.

 - Planting works: This has changed to enable 50% of the required 
works to take place during the capital works programme and the 
remaining 50% phased over an extended period and delivered 
through the management and maintenance plan. This item applies 
to all areas of the park. Treeworks will be undertaken by the London 
Borough of Camden direct outside of the project programme. Tree 
planting is included in the Parks for People project.

 - Inclusion of Character areas 5 and 6.
 - Listed walls - three categories of restoration where considered, 

subject to review of previous reports and consultation with the 
Architect’s of Apollo Pavilion restoration in Durham. The calculations 
were based on a measure of the listed walls within the park and a 
cost estimate for cleaning, localised concrete repairs and localised 
painting of £30m2 over an area of 4,042m2. Further investigations 

was	confirmed	by	the	Geotechnical	analysis.	Further	conservation	
work	identified.

Area 4 – Woodland Walk

General description of works: 
Improvements to path surfacing. Restore original planted character of 
walk including new biodiversity features.
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible 
where differential settlement has occurred including resetting donkey 
steps.  
2. Small level changes to improve accessibility with DDA compliance.
3. Restore and enhance the woodland character of the walk 
introducing phased management to ensure successional regeneration 
of the woodland to reintroduce some of the original biodiversity.  
4. Repair timber and precast concrete seating.
5. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
6. Enhance biodiversity and habitats.

Scope tracker: Additional allowance for tree management and shrub 
works as part of capital programme. Further site analysis suggests 
the scope of sub-base improvement layer is greater than originally 
anticipated at round 1 and special construction techniques involving 
geocell construction where paths run through tree protection areas are 
proposed. Increased allowance to enable improved accessibility along 
walk through small changes in level.

Area 5 – Spaces between B Blocks

General description of works: 
Improvements to path surfacing and setting of trees.
1. Improve the paving to make the path safe and accessible including 
matching original brick paving and precast concrete paving slabs. 
2. Manage access for vehicles to reduce further damage.
3. Replaces tree surrounds.  
4. Replant missing or dead trees.
5. Relevel pavements where subsidence has caused differential 
settlement.

Scope tracker: Additional areas added to scope.  

Area 6 – Seating areas near Abbey Road

General description of works: 
a) Abbey Road frontage north  - improvements to paths and entry 
sequence
b) Abbey Road frontage ‘The Hive’ - improvements to paths and entry 
sequence, creating a welcoming public face to the park. Redesign of 
planting.
c) Abbey Road frontage south - improvements to paths and entry 
sequence
1. Create more welcoming entrances including management of 

required to establish methods of cleaning and recoating. Previously 
a lower capped sum of £50,000 had been considered  to reduce 
the	overall	project	cost,	however	this	figure	was	deemed	adequate	
and the £121,000 sum was calculated based on the preceding 
rationale.	A	further	application	of	an	anti-graffitti	coating	was	
considered	but	this	significantly	increased	costs	and	was	contrary	
to the advice of the previous reports - see section 3.1.7.

Further detail is provided under the character areas on the following 
pages.

New Building work and features
The new building work and features has increased from £330,200 to 
£540,800 and can be largely attributed to the follow areas of review:

 - Play areas – the original allowance was inadequate to allow 
improvements	to	all	five	play	areas	even	with	a	hierarchy	of	
investment. This allowance has been reviewed and increased. 
This now allows for a combination of bespoke play structures 
and	proprietary	products,	the	creation	of	a	flexible	games	space	
and the reinstatement of a landscape terrace as a wildlife bank in 
playground 1.

 - Inclusion of area 6 including access to the Hive, setting of the 
building and access to the north of the football pitch to play area 1.

Further detail is provided under the character area descriptions below.

Other physical work
This item has been reduced from £18,000 to £10,000. This is the result 
of	a	itemised	fit	out	schedule	for	the	Park	HQ	and	the	signage	allocation	
sitting with the new building work and features heading.

Area descriptions.

Area 2 – Langtry Walk

General description of works: 
Improvements to path surfacing. Restore original planted character of 
walk. 
1. Make improvements to the paving along the length of Langtry 
Walk to make the path safe and accessible matching original precast 
concrete paving and edging.  
2. Manage access for vehicles to reduce further damage.
3. Repair dilapidated edges and timber post and rails.  
4. Repair timber and precast concrete seating.
5.	Reintroduce	the	original	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	
species with a management regime that can create a diversity of 
habitats.
6. Improve the entrance from Abbey Road for pedestrians with new 
gates and park signage.  

Scope tracker: Further site analysis indicated the scope of sub-base 
improvement layer is greater than originally anticipated at round 1 this 
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2.5 Evolution of brief and costs from Parks for People Round 1 Application
planting and sight lines, signage and replacement vehicle prevention 
gates.  
2.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	species	with	a	
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats and manage 
existing planting.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails and remove the chainlink 
fence to the Hive and the fence between the former slide park and the 
access ramp from the Hive.  
4. Create a new DDA compliant access to the park to the north of 
the football pitch north of the existing retaining wall. Introduce timber 
sleepers to stabilise the slope and create a wildlife terrace.
5. Resurface with coated asphalt and even out the levels of the access 
road from Abbey Road to the Hive to create a consistently DDA 
compliant access maintaining the threshold levels at Abbey Road and 
the Hive.
6. Repair damaged paving in area A with brick to match originals.
7. Introduce a wildlife terrace.

Scope tracker: Additional areas added to scope areas A and C, area B 
allowance increased to improve the setting of the Hive building.

Area 7 – Football pitch environs

General description of works: 
Maintain formal sports function and sympathetically integrate with 
surroundings to reinstating former uses and planting.
1.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	tree	species	
with a management regime that can create a diversity of habitats 
including at ground level to include seasonal planting such as bulbs.
2. Create a more welcoming and clear entry experience by managing 
plant heights to allow sight lines to spaces beyond.
3. Restore and repair surfaces and walls. 
4. Repair dilapidated edges and timber post and rails.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. No 
significant	additions.

Area 8 – Bowl

General description of works: 
Re-enforce the sense of enclosure through rigorous maintenance - 
clipped yew hedge and planting.
1. Manage the yew hedge to create the intended bowl shape with 
framed views.
2. Relay the stage surfacing to create a level surface.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. New inter-planting to reinstate intended character with horse 
chestnuts and a yew hedge.
5. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
6. Introduce new seating in the style of the original black timber and 
precast concrete seats.
7. Replenish existing bound gravel footpath.

Further	conservation	work	identified.

Area 11 – Playground 3

General description of works: 
Create a play space for older children reference the climbing structures 
and introducing play elements of with varied challenges. Provide 
equipment for areas for social interaction.
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. New planting to create a garden character with sensory planting. 
4. Create a play structure for older children within a garden setting

A new tree is planted at the centre of the original circular Janet Jack 
sandpit. Together with a loose playbark surface and sensory planting 
it sets the atmosphere for this playground. The main play feature 
is a large climbing structure, which integrates a slide, swing seats, 
platforms, bridges, ropes, nets and climbing walls. Two large low-level 
lounging nets, suspended above sensory planting beds, invite the 
children to rest and chat. The smell of the planting below creates an 
atmosphere of being in nature. 

The existing planters around the perimeter will be rejuvenated with 
new planting to support the natural feel. The main frames of the play 
structure will be made from painted tubular steel - in reference to the 
main material Janet Jack used for climbing structures. Its geometry 
will be derived from simple forms (rectangles and triangles) - much like 
Janet Jack’s original designs. 

Each frame houses a different activity: Sliding, swinging, rope climbing 
and net climbing. Dark timber - inspired by the existing - form climbing 
walls, ladders and platforms. These are overlaid onto the structure to 
add additional challenge and spaces for inhabitation. The structure 
is tall and challenging. The self-seeded trees in the northern planting 
beds are removed, which makes the structure visible from Langtry 
Walk: The playrooms are no longer hidden. Children are visually enticed 
to populate and use the playrooms.
Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. Scope 
of play offer focussed on play structures. Further conservation work 
identified.

Area 12 – Playground 4

General description of works: 
Create a play space for younger children that reference the climbing 
structures of the original scheme.
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area in some 
locations	reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	
fragrant species with a management regime that can create a diversity 

8. Reinstate original precast concrete paving as per original design to 
replace later addition of asphalt.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. No 
significant	additions.

Area 9 – Playground 1 former slide park

General description of works: 
Create play offer (informed by the undulating, terraced landscape of the 
original design) integrated with improved access from the Hive.
1. Reinstate connection to the Hive with new accessible path.
2. Create informal terrace seating for viewing football pitch.
3. Reinstate the feature timber fence to the north and remove the high 
fence to the east to enable views beyond to the Bowl.
4. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences.
5. Remove asphalt and introduce varied planting types especially 
flowering	species	with	a	management	regime	that	can	create	a	diversity	
of	habitats	including	flowering	trees	and	ground	cover	planting.	

Scope tracker: Access to Hive north of football pitch added and 
demolition of fences, new works limited to access improvements and 
conservation of the setting. 

Area 10 – Playground 2

General description of works: 
Create a play space for older children that is the interface between 
the bowl/ woodland walk and the sequence of play areas to the east. 
Reference the climbing structures that were part of the original design 
with opportunities to climb above the surrounding walls and look out.
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. New planting referencing existing planting palette and including new 
opportunities for additional biodiversity.
4. Create an informal sports, exercise play opportunities with new 
surfaces as detailed below:

The proposal is to create a games area, which is a more informal 
alternative to the MUGA: No booking is required and many different 
games can be played. The existing patchwork surface will be replaced 
with a single surface polymeric multisport surface. Line markings will be 
applied to indicate volleyball and badminton courts, football and tennis 
can also be played at a reduced size. Two painted metal posts allow 
the users to turn up with a string (or the well equipped with a proper 
net), which can be put up and the game can begin. A highpoint is 
created, which can serve as umpire’s chair, but also as outlook towards 
playground 3 and across the labyrinthine paths between the walls.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. Scope 
of play offer focussed on spatial improvements rather than equipment. 
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of habitats. 
4. Create a swing park.

The swings are embedded into a landscape of mounds. Swings 
between mounds allow for communal and accessible swinging (basket 
swing), parallel swinging and swinging towards each other, jumping 
off into a landscape of mounds. The topographical landscape invites 
running games. The swings are set out, so that the swinging motion 
takes up the directions, which were prevalent in Janet Jack’s original 
design. The shape of the grassed area emphasises the geometry of 
the space. The swings have painted steel frames and single swings 
referencing Janet Jack’s original material including rubber tyres, but 
also adding additional play value to the swing seats.  The bottom 
gate on the ramp will be removed (retaining the one at the top), so 
that the ramp can become part of the playground (particularly smaller 
children love running up and down ramps), rather than being a mere 
passageway trapped between two gates.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. Scope 
of play offer focussed on equipment based interventions and landform 
changes	allowance	increased.	Further	conservation	work	identified.

Area 13 – Playground 5

General description of works: 
Create a play area for young children that references the original 
concept include challenging climbing features, motor skills and role 
playing and reinterprets the small amphitheatre
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences.
4. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area and in some 
locations	reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	
fragrant species with a management regime that can create a diversity 
of habitats.
5. Create a play area for younger children.

Playground 5 provides a range of different play experiences for smaller 
children. The amphitheatre is re-introduced in a larger format to suit 
the now grown tree. It provides social seating, performing and a low-
key movement area. The feature extends to form a slide mound with 
scrambling ramp for the children of all abilities. The slide mound is 
reminiscent of Janet Jack’s original playground 1. The mound is made 
from dark stained timber sleepers, which extend as a boundary of posts 
along the swing, in reference to the original designs. The height of the 
mound allows views out of the playground across the walls.

The original blockwork play niches are the inspiration for the play village 
and the climbing frame. The original shape re-appears stacked and 
fragmented, the complexity is wildly increased. Unusual and strange 
interstitial spaces invite exploration. These structures formulate the play 

Area 16 – Seating areas near Tenants Hall

General description of works: 
a) Replenish planting around tenants hall, restore benches and repair 
and improve pavements
b) Improve surface treatment to Tenants hall ramps create a welcoming 
sense of arrival
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2. Reinstate longer views across the park through the management of 
ivy.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	species	with	
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. No 
significant	additions.
Fit out of park HQ and signage

General description of works: 
Fit out of park HQ at 109 Rowley Way

Scope	tracker:	Based	on	itemised	fit	out	schedule	this	cost	has	been	
reduced.

Additional consultant input

In	addition	to	normal	conditions	for	a	project	of	this	type	specific	
conditions are expected to include requirements for further details 
relating to tree protection during construction, planting, play structures 
and the listed walls. With this in mind further allowances in the 
project cost plan have been made for the appointment of specialist 
consultants relating to the restoration of the listed walls and the 
authoring of arboricultural method statements in relation to new 
construction.

Please refer to section 6.0 for further detail on cost breakdown and 
analysis against the headings presented with the round 1 application.

village for accessible social play as well as the taller climbing village. 
Their materiality is dark timber as well as blockwork to create a richer 
sensory experience. Between the climbing towers, wobbly rubber 
and net bridges are complemented by timber balancing beams. The 
play village as well as the climbing structures spill out to incorporate 
the seating and planting beds at the perimeter of play area 5, adding 
topographical interest and challenge, but also a sensory experience: 
Children are invited to play in and walk through sensory and meadow 
planting. Towards the western entrance Janet Jack’s stepping stones 
are re-introduced - again playing and mingling with the boundary 
seating to add interest and create a different access point to the 
sensory planting. Musical instruments are interspersed between the 
play houses.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. Scope 
of play offer focussed on equipment based interventions allowance 
increased.	Further	conservation	work	identified.

Area 14 – Meadow

General description of works: 
To enhance the meadow character of the lawn with seasonal planting.
1. Improve to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	fragrant	
species with a management regime that can create a diversity of 
habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
5. Remove the recent temporary play tree/ play structure.
6. Repair and restore seating.
7. Create new level paved connection with the Woodland Walk.
8. New successional tree planting.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. No 
significant	additions.

Area 15 – Mound

General description of works: 
Enhance the enclosed lawn character of the mound and reinstate some 
frame views.
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2.	Reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	fragrant	
species with a management regime that can create a diversity of 
habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Repair seating.
5. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
6. Create informal lay routes through shrubberies.

Scope tracker: Scope reviewed and detail added to schedule. No 
significant	additions.

2.5 Evolution of brief and costs from Parks for People Round 1 Application


